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1. Economic cycle: How long before the next recession?

2. Trade war: A potential game changer?

3. Bond market: Flattening of the yield curve to continue?

4. Equity bull market: How long could it last?

Today’s topics
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Global economy: 
Despite some headwinds in sight, the great synchronization continue

The IMF is 
forecasting 
global growth of 
around 3.8% to 
4% in 2018-19
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U.S.: 
Officially the longest business cycle ever!
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U.S.:
The longest cycle in history… but also the least impressive recovery

Source: iA Economics, data via BloombergSource: JP Morgan
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U.S. :
The labor market is very tight, but wage pressures remain low
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U.S.: 
No recession in sight on our radar screen …so far!
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›› Business cycles never die
of old age but …
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›› …policy mistakes or external 
market shocks could jeopardize the 

US business cycle 
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U.S.:
Former Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke’s warning

“The economy is already at full 

employment.” The stimulus “is

going to hit the economy in a big

way this year and next year, and 

then in 2020 Wile E. Coyote is

going to go off the cliff,” 

--Ben Bernanke, June 8 2018
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A first in post-war U.S. history: Fiscal stimulation when
the economy is already operating at full capacity

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg
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Significant growth in global trade since China joined the WTO
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The rise of protectionism in the U.S. could shake the 
business model of many export-oriented countries

Source: JP Morgan
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U.S. – China « Trade War »
More than just tariffs!

Source: Cornerstone Macro
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Many economists are 
currently back to their 
drawing boards and 
reassessing their economic 
outlook to factor in the 
impact of tariffs. 

Risk factor: 
A full trade war could hurt global growth  
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NAFTA: 
From pessimism to …optimism again?

G7 in Charlevoix, June 8 2018
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NAFTA:
Working overtime to close the deal on the auto file

• About 48% of cars 

purchased in the U.S. in 

2017 were imported, with

Mexico and Canada 

representing the lion’s

share of imports.
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The Fed should continue its gradual hiking cycle
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Flattening of the US yield curve:
Will the Fed go beyond the natural rate of interest in 2019?
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Overseas interest rate normalisation :
Big agenda for central banks in 2019?

Source: JP Morgan Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg
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Fixed Income:
A more hostile environment with the  « phasing out » of monetary accommodation 

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg
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Bank of Canada:
Like the Fed, ready to let inflation run above the 2% target for some time 

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg.
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Wall Street :
An update on the longevity of the current bull market

Source: Strategas, as at March 31, 2018
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S&P 500:
Fairly valued following the correction earlier this year
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S&P 500:
Very strong earnings growth

Source: Cornerstone Macro
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Source: Cornerstone Macro

S&P 500:
This being said, record earnings do not always rhyme with strong returns
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S&P 500:
A flattening yield curve points to more modest returns on equities

Source: iA Economics, data via Bloomberg. Source: Credit Suisse
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›› Risk factor:
TRADE WAR + QE UNWIND
A recipe to drag the EM down and…
echoes of the 1998 crisis episode?  
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We still don’t know how the unwind of 
QE will impact markets…
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Turkish Lira decline on par with Mexican & Asian Crises

Source: Strategas
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A bit of history: The 1998 Asian crisis

Source: iA Economics, 

data via Bloomberg.

It took almost

one year

before Wall 

Street became

concerned
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A bit of history : Corporate America seemed
immune until signs of contagion showed up

Source: iA Economics, 

data via Bloomberg.

It took almost

one year

before

Corporate

America felt

the heat
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Bottom line:

► Question: With the unwinding of QE and the threat of a trade war, 

can the U.S. markets remain decoupled from the rest of the world 

given what’s happening in EMs ? 

► Answer: Using the 1997-1998 story as a guide, most likely no

Suggestion: Watch the US economic data… with a special focus on PMI 

export orders
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›› Questions/reactions


